2017 STOKER AWARD FOR INNOVATION
PLANNING AND PAINT SHOP

The Provost’s office asked that the LMU Atrium become more welcoming for students. Monica Williams, Manager, Building Information was looking for a design that unified the interior to the exterior, so she used the unique outside cladding for inspiration. The resulting design put our paint shop to the test. Led by Dan Brine and Terry Dixon, they figured out how many different paints would be needed. And then laid the whole thing out on large paper as a guide. The centerpiece is a painting done on Respect Day a few years ago designed by Zack Rexhapi with help from many FM staff members. The result has received many comments, including from the Provost who says the space is spectacular and the whole building has been transformed!

Team members: Monica Williams, Nicola Embleton-Lake, Dan Brine, Terry Dixon, Royce Spencer, Lloyd Bond, Mike Blakeney, Doug MacLeod, Ken Fitzgerald